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Introduction  
When I started teaching there was a strong interest in language and learning across the 
curriculum. As a middle school English and History and Reading teacher I was given 
encouragement to work with my colleagues in Science and Mathematics to integrate our 
approaches to supporting students to learn. Now some thirty years later we have realised that 
there are also important differences between the disciplines which mean that young people 
need to learn subject-specific language and literate practices and that these discourses may 
need to be explicitly taught. But what was key thirty years ago and just as important now is 
that young people understand the purposes of assembling school literacies and learning. For 
many young people I taught in working-class regional 
Australia the motivation to attend school, complete 
assignments and do homework was relatively low when they 
could leave school early and find employment in the 
steelworks, other related local industries or the service sector. 
Despite our enthusiasm as young and idealistic teachers and 
our relentless classroom experiments some students 
continued to reject school work. Some still do.  
How does this memory of my first teaching, in a climate of educational risk-taking and 
optimism, take us to literacy for a sustainable world in the 21st century?  Despite the current 
‘mining boom’, young people growing up in regional towns or indeed in urban industrial or 
city areas can no longer take it for granted that they will find work locally. It really depends 
on where they are living and what the world markets have done with the commodities 
produced or services in demand in their places. Young people graduating from schools, 
community education and further education of various kinds can now expect to need to 
change their occupation many times across their working lives. 
The technologies they are being instructed in will continue to 
change beyond our imaginations. The differences between school 
learning and young people’s approaches to learning and 
engagement in activities outside of school are often the subject of 
comment – with the result that some have seen to be a chasm 
between in and out of school literacies (Hull & Schulz, 2001). 
Young people and their teachers will increasingly need to 
negotiate complex futures – dealing with environmental and climate change, financial crises 
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not yet understood, unprecedented global mobility of populations and probably other 
significant changes not yet anticipated. Hence teachers working with real-world problems 
with students – demonstrating how they can investigate urgent questions, become engaged, 
take action and reflect on what has been accomplished – means that they are being properly 
educated to be active critical citizens whilst still in school. Such processes inevitably require 
flexible and complex literate repertoires that are learned as students interact in different sites 
of learning in and out of school – sporting centres, parks, churches, shopping centres, 
libraries, public transport, family dwellings and so on (following Freebody, chapter1). 
Importantly these sites of interaction and learning are situated in actual places which come 
with particular meanings and social and cultural associations and specific communication and 
textual practices. 
Places have cultural and political significance for different groups of people and people’s 
actions have consequences which they often do not see and of which they remain blissfully 
unaware. Indigenous people’s relationships with country have long been recognised as not 
only deeply spiritual but also economic and relate to both well-being and livelihood (Hattam, 
Rigney & Hemming, 2007). Relationships with places have only recently being recognised as 
important to all students’ feelings of belonging and identity.  
Many of our positive memories and our sense of belonging are related to early embodied 
experiences of place. Place can provide the motivation for young people to engage in in-
depth learning and to read and produce complex texts. Making place the object of study can 
become central in designing a ‘pedagogy of responsibility’ – as described by environmental 
educators (Martusewicz & Edmundson, 2005). 
Kalantiz and Cope (2008, p.233) outline how belonging relates to learning and the challenges 
students’ diverse identities pose for teachers. 
In order to learn, the learner has to feel that learning is for them. The learner has to 
feel a sense of belonging in the content, and that they belong to the community or 
learning setting; they have to feel at home with that kind of learning, or way of getting 
to know the world. … The learning has to include them. And if they are learning in a 
formal educational setting such as a school, they also have to feel a sense of belonging 
in that social and institutional context. The more a learner ‘belongs’ in all these 
senses, the more they are likely to learn. 
Today’s students need to understand the world in increasingly 
complex ways as the boundaries between their everyday lives – 
work, leisure, dwellings, landscapes, and families – continue to 
blur and shift. In particular in this chapter I explore the positive 
affordances (see glossary) of the study of sustainability for 
young people’s assembling of literate repertoires. I argue that the 
motivation to engage with complex and sophisticated semiotic 
practices can come from young people’s serious connections 
with the politics of places –  ‘ built’ and ‘natural’ environments, human and non-human 
inhabitants. Questions of sustainability are not only crucial to the survival of the planet, they 
are also intrinsically of interest to young people, especially when there are opportunities for 
hand-on investigations, authentic tasks. Teachers have a key role in re-connecting their 
students with the local community. Through illustrative case studies I explore how different 
teachers design enabling and engaging literacy pedagogies around local community issues 
that grapple overtly with the politics of places. In Freebody’s terms (see chapter 1), I will 
consider how these teachers build students’ resources ‘to use texts of different kinds to 
transform the material and social world, mobilising others, learning about and productively 
capitalising on the systems of knowledge and influence’. I focus on this resource especially 
as there is less documentation of this kind of pedagogy than the other resources Freebody 
outlines. 
I begin by explaining why and how sustainability has come to be a focus for research and 
practice in literacy studies. I briefly define relevant concepts and point to some useful related 
research. I go on to outline three case studies of teachers who explore the affordances of 
studying elements of sustainability – each working in different contexts, a rural community, a 
regional town and an inner suburb undergoing urban renewal.  
Sustainability and critical literacy: Everyone’s business 
Virtually every unit of food consumed there moves into town in a refrigerated module 
from somewhere far away. Every ounce of the city’s drinking, washing, and goldfish-
bowl-filling water is pumped from a non-renewable source. (Kingsolver, 2007, p.3) 
After recognising how much energy and resources were used in getting their 
food and other needs to Arizona, author Barbara Kingsolver spent a year 
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trying to live sustainably with her family in rural southern Appalachia. During that time she 
did a considerable amount of research on the costs of moving food and water to consumers. 
She was shocked by what she learned.  
Food transport has become a bizarre and profitable economic equation that’s not longer 
really about feeding anyone: In our own nation we export 1.1 million tons of potatoes, 
whilst we also import 1.4 million tons. (Hopp in Kingsolver, 2007, p67) 
http://www.organicconsumers.org/) 
So what does sustainability involve and why is it relevant to teachers and how might it 
connect with literacy education? According to Capra (3005, p.4), ‘living sustainably means 
recognising that we are an inseparable part of the web of life, of human and non-human 
communities, and that enhancing the dignity and sustainability of any one of them will 
enhance all others’ (cited by Elliot & Davis, 2009, p. 73). Elliott and Davis explain that 
education for sustainability has a transformative agenda: 
It is about creating change towards more sustainable ways of living, even though we may 
not yet know what these changes will look like. It has both humanistic and ecological 
values including: living within ecological limits, action-oriented for social change, 
participation and democratic decision-making, and equity as an intergenerational value of 
goal (UNESCO, 2005). (Elliott & Davis, 2009, p. 68.) 
Place-based educational researchers (Smith, 2011; Somerville & Green, 2011) also emphasise 
the desire to connect students with their homes, neighbourhoods and region through getting 
involved in working out solutions to particular problems. These goals resonate with critical 
literacy, especially in terms of its key principles and practices which include: 
• engaging with local realities 
• researching and analysing language-power relationships, practices and effects 
• mobilising students' knowledges and practices 
• (re)designing texts with political and social intent and real-world use 
• subverting taken for granted 'school’ texts 
• focusing upon students' use of local cultural texts 
• examining how power is exercised and by whom (Comber, 2001, p. 276). 
Critical literacy and place-based pedagogies have in common a respect for cultural and 
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linguistic differences and an awareness of the interlinked nature of language, power, 
economy and place. However, Gruenewald points out the silences in both theories – in 
critical pedagogy (around ecology and rurality), and in place-based education (around urban 
poverty, multiculturalism, and racism), have led to ‘missed opportunities to strengthen each 
respective tradition by borrowing from each other’ (Gruenewald, 2003, p. 4). In actual 
classrooms teachers of course frequently integrate place-based pedagogies and critical 
literacy curriculum as illustrated below (see also, Smith, 2011; Somerville & Green, 2011). 
For many years now I have worked with teachers to research the kinds of classroom practices 
which make a long-term difference to students’ literacy learning. These teachers design 
complex curriculum that immediately engages young people as citizens and positions them to 
take action in their worlds. We can see these teachers as intrepid travellers from whom we 
can learn. In what follows I explain how these teachers work with their students to 
investigate, engage, act and reflect in the context of studying sustainability. I summarise the 
affordances of the study of sustainability for the literacy repertoires being assembled. 
Case Study 1: From knowledge to Action: A pedagogy of hope in a rural school 
Pam Davis is an experienced primary school teacher living and working in a rural area, 
Tongala, where a main industry across several generations was dairy farming. With severe 
drought, the cost of water, the closing of the Nestle factory and the reduced financial 
incentives for the production of dairy products, many families were going through hard times, 
both those in the town and those on the land. As a teacher, Pam is committed to young people 
really understanding the ecologies of their local area in relation to the biodiversity of the 
entire Murray-Darling Basin. As a teacher in a regional community she did not shy away 
from the politics of rural places. She wanted her students to learn about sustainability, to 
become advocates for a threatened local species and to be able to communicate their 
opinions. She wanted to ensure that her students understood in depth the idea of endangered 
species by studying those local species which were currently under threat, but she wanted to 
develop young people who had hope, not to induce despair (Davis, 2007). 
The first step in this classroom was investigation. Pam worked with her class to build up an 
in-depth knowledge of the field of the problem they were studying. This 
is a crucial step and often the time needed and the complexity of this 
work is underestimated. They began by using the Department of 
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Environment and Heritage’s Environmental Reporting Tool to identify threatened species 
using the local postcode as a key item. With 12 local species identified they then began the 
work of finding out more about each species and the reasons they were under threat through 
books, encyclopaedia and Internet searches. This proved to be a challenging task as there was 
not always a great deal of information available on the lesser known species and what did 
exist was often written for an adult scientific reader. They then turned to local experts whom 
they invited into the classroom and began also reaching out to local fauna parks and rangers. 
The students, who were now very much engaged, independently started to seek help from 
family and community members; gradually they collectively built a resource folder that was 
more reader friendly for primary schools students to access and read. Before considering the 
ways in which they went on to build in-depth knowledge about their chosen species it is 
important to note that investigating can be a fraught process. Information is not simply 
waiting to be discovered, downloaded, copied and pasted. Nor should it be. In discovering 
that there was less information readily available on some animals than others, students began 
to see that what counts as important in terms of threatened species may be contingent upon 
particular interests – media, groups (eg anglers), and so on. Who comes to care enough to 
take action on which creatures is very much a political matter. Having established a bank of 
reliable sources, Pam then planned tasks that would engage her students in building and 
sharing their knowledge. 
Seriously engaging in ongoing inquiries was fundamental to students becoming advocates for 
their selected local threatened species. At this stage the teacher’s choice of different modes 
for students to present their learning proved to be crucial to their high level of interest. She 
was highly innovative in the textual ways she assisted students to present their knowledge – 
using first of all a fact wheel, second a cube (a cardboard box, where each surface is used to 
present different information), next a brochure for the local fauna park. Each is explained 
briefly below, but the key principles here are that students had to verify the accuracy of their 
information and they had to present what they were learning to other people in a highly 
public way.  
Each student had to produce a fact wheel where they drew each of these endangered animals, 
asked a question about it and answered it.  
[Insert Figure 1 about here] 
Students presented their fact wheels to the class, meaning that broad 
knowledge was shared about all of the animals. Questions of accuracy 
could also be checked. Some students were challenged by the need 
framing their fact as a question that could be answered and learnt 
about the language of scientific questions in the process. Examples 
include: Why is the Regent Honey Eater a threatened species? What 
colour is the Golden Bell frog? The next step was for each student to 
learn more about one selected species. They wrote reports about their 
chosen animal and presented different paragraphs from these on 
different sides of a cube that could be read by other class members. 
Once again the presentation of information in this format meant that peers would actively 
engage with each other’s texts. The texts were visually attractive and presented in order to be 
touched and looked at closely. This contrasts with a great deal of the literacy work done in 
classrooms, which frequently remains private and invisible to all but individual students and 
the teacher. The students had become so engaged in this process and what they were learning 
that they wanted to distribute their work more broadly. This was achieved by developing their 
reports as pamphlets, which were made available at the local fauna park. 
Here we can already see the impetus for action beginning to take hold as students are 
motivated to communicate what they are learning beyond their classroom, but their teacher 
Pam knew that significant action and ultimately advocacy on behalf of their chosen species 
required that each student developed further knowledge and to produce texts that would 
persuade other people of their case. They needed to be able to critically read their own and 
other’s texts. They needed to have enough confidence in the quality of their information that 
they could make a convincing case. At this point they worked on preparing formal speeches 
that were to be presented to the parent community. They rehearsed first of all with each other 
and videotaped their presentations so that they could reflect on their effectiveness and revise 
accordingly. When the stakes for their research became higher as they prepared for the public 
presentation of their speeches Pam noted that the students began to read widely from as many 
sources as they could find. Inquiry, getting engaged, taking action, reflecting are iterative 
processes which continually inform each other, not discreet stages. So they continued to 
investigate even as they prepared to be advocates. Some students published their work in the 
Special Forever Anthology; others were able to speak at the River Health Conference; the 
whole class published their work on local threatened species as a book (See Davis, 2007). 
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Gradually these primary school students were re-positioned as knowledgeable researchers 
within and beyond their community, as people who understood how to investigate questions 
of sustainability. Their English literacy work was put to good use in the classroom, school 
and wider community and the students developed the positive disposition to take action for 
the environment. 
In terms of young people literacy practices we could particularly see evidence of: 
• wide researching from different primary and secondary sources of information 
• developing critical analysis as readers as they compared accounts of media stories 
• confident public speaking as they investigated their topics in depth and rehearsed their 
arguments with peer and school-based audiences 
• understandings of the differences between facts and opinions, and between everyday-
day and scientific language 
• understanding how persuasive texts work. 
Case Study 2 – Shaping the learning landscape: Environmental sustainability and 
multiliteracies in a regional school community 
Wendy Renshaw is an experienced primary school teacher who was working with a year 5/6 
class at Beechworth Primary School when she undertook the research discussed here. 
Beechworth is a small regional town, which attracts tourists interested in its goldrush history, 
heritage buildings as well as its wine-production and local produce. Renshaw was highly 
committed to environmental sustainability and was innovative in her approach to English 
literacy in that her pedagogy had been informed by the multiliteracies framework for some 
time (New London, Group, 1996).    Wendy’s classroom pedagogy was also framed by the 
whole school learnscapes (http://www.learnscapes.org/) plan, a whole of school document 
constructed around considering the school as an environment for learning. Learnscapes 
describes itself as a ‘holistic approach to creating landscapes for learning’ and to help school 
communities ‘to create inspirational learning and play environments’. At Beechworth this 
meant the school was devoted to considering the school not only as a place for learning and 
play, but also as a habitat for non-human creatures. Among its documented goals were: 
• development and management of the school grounds and buildings (in terms of 
enhanced physical surrounds, sustainable management of grounds, attracting 
Indigenous bird life 
• minimisation of resource use – water, waste, energy 
• connections between school and community groups (eg Landcare, Waterwatch, 
Indigo Shire Council) 
• conservation and protection of heritage values in school and grounds 
• curriculum, teaching and learning designed to support environmental sustainability 
The students were also able to explain learnscapes to us: 
Callie:  Well Learnscapes would be like just looking after our school, like planting some 
vegetables in our garden and stuff, and picking up the pine cones and picking up some 
rubbish, and yeah, and weeding the gardens and everything. 
Sofia: And there’s this wet … there’s an underground spring down the back of our school, 
and we’re trying to make the spring come up again, and we’re trying to make the 
water rise, so we keep putting things in there and stuff. 
Callie: Yeah, put it back to its natural, how it was. 
Laura: In Learnscapes we’re cleaning up the school, and down at the basketball court there’s 
a whole lot of weeds, bracken, that is supposed to be a little garden, and five/sixes are 
going to fix that garden up, and even perhaps help with Learnscapes and they’re 
going around carrying wheelbarrows and pick up leaves and plant little trees. 
[insert photos of kids & school grounds] 
 
This wider school context is important in understanding that Wendy’s work built upon what 
had been achieved across the school by the teachers and the community. Students learnt 
about waste from the start of school and participated in ‘litter-free’ lunches, worm farming, 
keeping chickens, and so on. The upper primary students had actually written the school’s 
‘waste policy’ and reorganised the bins to improve recycling understanding and practices 
amongst their peers. Hence Wendy could take for granted a consistent ethos amongst her 
colleagues and the students. However the school hadn’t always enjoyed such clarity of 
purpose as she documents in her report (Renshaw, 2007). How the learnscapes approach 
informed her classroom English literacy curriculum is discussed below. 
Wendy decided to work with her year 5/6 class to investigate Indigo’s Natives – local birds 
and plants that were native to the immediate shire in which the school was located. 
Conceptually she aimed to help them develop strong understandings of 
biodiversity and conservation. Renshaw (2007, p. 138) wanted to 
‘optimise the learning opportunities afforded by our immediate 
environment’. In terms of their English literacy she was aiming to help 
them to read and produce accurate and engaging scientific reports and also 
to use a range of media to persuade others about caring for the 
environment. Students were able to select either a local plant or bird 
species for close investigation. They would produce at least three products over the course of 
their inquiries: an accurate (in terms of colour, shape, scale etc) visual representation of a 
local native bird or plant for display in the school’s Indigenous Sculpture Garden, a scientific 
report and a multi-media animation that promoted conservation and protection of their chosen 
species (which would require deep understandings of habitat and predators). They also found 
the Department of Environment and Heritage’s Environmental Reporting Tool useful in 
identifying Indigenous local species. 
[insert kids’ work] 
 
Wendy then worked with the class to establish their prior knowledge of local bird and plant 
species and to tabulate which were considered secure, rare, vulnerable, endangered or 
invasive. This document was added to as the students’ research proceeded and became a 
point of reference for the class. Coming to understand this vocabulary was in itself significant 
new knowledge. As Pam Davis had discovered in her research with students in Tongala 
reported above, locating suitable materials for primary school students to read about local 
species was an issue. So researching from reliable sources is more difficult when the species 
is less well-known to the wider community. In order to address this Renshaw also invited 
local experts to come into the classroom to help; students also participated in a School 
Environmental Education Day (SEED) organised by NevWaste, Indigo Shire and North-east 
Water where they participated in four activities focussed on waste management, water life, 
tree-planting and greenhouse. Students were learning that important information comes not 
only from books and the Internet, but from their community, including elders and science 
specialists. As a part of the SEED day students were able to plant native plants around the 
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local lake, thereby not only learning about Indigenous plants but also becoming part of the 
action in reviving them in the local habitat. 
Students quickly became engaged in the possibilities for their research and possible 
subsequent action in redressing the ecological balance. For example two boys decided they 
would need a bird hide to find out which birds were coming into the grounds during the 
school day. With support from their teacher and some ingenuity they used recycled felled 
logs to construct the solid parts of their hide. Needless to say they were very enthusiastic 
about this part of their investigation – actually conducting ‘field work’ on the school grounds.  
[insert photo of bird hide] 
 
When visiting the school to learn more about Renshaw’s approach to environmental 
communication we found considerable evidence of reflection. All students in the class 
wanted to be interviewed and many of them showed deep insights and commitment, eagerly 
telling us about what they were learning and why it was important. We could see that their 
research in the local had not diminished their broader interests in questions of sustainability 
nationally and internationally. 
Jack: I reckon if people didn’t learn about this, then no one would notice that 
littering and cutting down trees and killing animals is, they think it’s just all 
right, but now we’ve got people getting down to business. 
Ben: Finally! 
Jack: Finally, like the whale incident. 
Tom: Research. 
Jack: …and in Tasmania those, cutting down those big trees. 
Ben: …and in New Zealand they’re cutting down the really big and old trees. 
Jack: Yeah, and I reckon, I really, when I’m older I’d love a job with nature, and I’d 
love to be, know that if it ever stops and I’d like to die knowing that I helped 
the world. 
Ben: Yep, I agree. 
Tom: I agree too. 
Their engagement in this work and their optimism in their capacity to take action which made 
a difference was also clear. We can see evidence of their preparedness to take responsibility 
for the environment. 
Jack:  Well if we didn’t learn about this, later on, if no one learnt and no one did 
anything about it, the earth could like be destroyed like in 100 years. 
Tom:  It’s sort of good because then you learn, then you go back and tell your 
parents, and then they’ll tell somebody else, and they’ll tell somebody else. 
Not everybody will do something, but  … 
Jack:    But the great majority probably will…. 
Ben:  Yeah, because if we start polluting here, then it will go into Lake Sambell, into 
the… into the Murray, and that will go all the way up to Adelaide. 
Wendy’s aim for them to understand biodiversity – the connections between actions in one 
place and ongoing effects in others – was being addressed. Not only were they engaged in the 
content, they were equally impressive when describing their processes for finalising their 
scientific reports, understanding the role of a ‘critical friend’ in getting feedback about their 
writing. 
Crystal: And you have to do all your draft 1, draft 2 – there’s three drafts I think. 
Meagan: And then there’s a good copy. 
Crystal: And then there’s a good copy and you have a teacher conference. All the other 
ones are just … on the first draft you have to do it with a critical friend, that’s 
what it’s called, yeah, and you have a special sheet with that, and they tick it, 
what they think, when they read it. 
Connie: So that they, so that they won’t just like a normal friend because they’d 
probably just go “Yeah, that’s good, that’s good, that’s good”, and so you’ve 
got to get a critical friend.  
Wendy spent considerable amount of time having her students develop a rubric for writing 
scientific reports. This was done by critically analysing features of the texts they were 
accessing to undertake their textual investigations. Over time and through their individual, 
group and class reading the rubric was produced in a way that all students could understand 
(Renshaw, 2007, p. 142). Because they had helped to produce the rubric through their 
experience as researchers, they understood why it was important to include particular 
information, to check accuracy and how to make it reader-friendly.  
A final task required pairs or groups of students to produce a short community multi-media 
announcement or film to persuade the wider community to conserve and protect the 
environment, using the research they had undertaken on their selected 
species. This proved to be a challenging activity as students initially leapt 
to choose their preferred media, such as radio, clay animation, and so on 
without thinking about how they would use what they knew in preparing 
the texts. Once again Wendy reminded them to think about what they had 
learned from their investigations – through books, Internet, fieldwork and 
discussions with experts – before designing their persuasive texts. She 
reminded them that she did not want clichés, but fully researched, 
scripted and well-produced media presentations. This led to some highly 
engaged discussions between Wendy and her students about the role of improvisation versus 
pre-prepared scripts and research in journalism. Students faced the complex question of the 
ways in which knowledge informs the media (or not). Questions regarding the politics of 
knowledge and representation were on the table. And so the cycle of research, engagement, 
action, reflection continues with these young people assembling complex knowledge first 
hand of their local environment and the literate repertoires needed for communicating about 
the environment. 
In terms of young people literacy practices we could particularly see evidence of: 
• Reading widely and in-depth about complex concepts such as biodiversity 
• Focusing on elaborated understandings of technical vocabulary 
• Co-developing rubrics for scientific genre 
• Reading critically 
• Producing multi-media persuasive texts 
Case Study 3: Urban change as the site for research on place and sustainability 
The first two case studies reported above focussed on the work of primary school teachers 
located in rural and regional communities (Comber, Nixon & Reid, 2007). However teachers 
located in urban and suburban areas can also make sustainability the object of study and 
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exploit its affordances for English literacy curriculum. For well over a decade South 
Australian teachers Marg Wells and Ruth Trimboli working in the inner western suburbs of 
Adelaide have made place-based pedagogy the focus of much of their work in English and 
Society and the Environment. On some occasions their focus on place took them into other 
subject areas also – Aboriginal Studies, Design and Technology, Maths and Science and 
Health. Their innovative work in spatial and critical literacies has been documented in a 
number of places (Comber & Nixon, 2008; Comber, Nixon, Ashmore, Loo & Cook, 2006; 
Comber, Thomson & Wells, 2001). Here I first give the wider context of their work, then 
focus on occasions where the theme of sustainability was brought to the foreground in their 
English literacy-related curriculum.  
The Westwood area is the site of a massive urban renewal project. It is also an area 
characterised by high cultural diversity and low incomes. For over ten years post world war 
two public housing has been progressively demolished and new housing built to attract first 
home buyers. This has meant that many families who were originally attracted to the area by 
cheap rental accommodation have needed to move further out. Children have witnessed the 
boarding up and demolition of houses and other buildings, as the Westwood project 
progresses. As part of this renewal the council and the developers have built new gardens and 
most recently a new school (to replace 3 old schools). Teachers, Wells and Trimboli decided 
to make these largescale inevitable changes the object of study in their classrooms. Over the 
period Wells has worked with children from Reception (5 years old) to Year 5 and Trimboli 
usually has taught Years 5-7. 
Early in the process of the Westwood project Marg Wells took the opportunity presented by 
the developers to have her children investigate the flora and fauna of the local area. Their 
research and ideas were provided to the designers of a new park, called Mikawomma. Later 
working with researchers from the University of South Australia, the school won funding 
from the Myer Foundation, to research, design and build a garden between the preschool and 
the primary school. Most recently the original school has been replaced and the school 
grounds and streetscape need to be re-made. Each of these changes to the place presented 
teachers and young people with opportunities to investigate, engage, take action and reflect. 
Teachers Wells and Trimboli do not want their students to merely witness change, or worse 
still to be intimidated by it. They see it as a feature of contemporary life from which students 
can learn. When they can consider sustainability they are equally concerned with the extent to 
which their students feel as though they belong in the changing landscape. Below I outline 
how Wells and Trimboli designed their English literacy curriculum around the key idea of 
schools as belonging places in the context of urban renewal – researching sustainable 
gardens, understanding place-making and negotiating the use of space. 
One of Wells’ first engagements with the Westwood developers came in the first phase of the 
redevelopment project when teachers were invited to investigate with their students the flora 
and fauna that were Indigenous to the local area. As this idea has already been discussed 
above I will keep this brief, except to note that this research can be done in any school 
community. It does not need to be a school located in a rural area or in an area undergoing 
change. All schools are located in places with a history – in terms of non-human and human 
inhabitants and habitats. All schools are located within bio-regions and in that way connected 
to questions of sustainability. In addition to investigating the facts for their report and 
learning to use various primary sources, students were learning to engage with community 
organisations. They were also invited to think about the design and layout of the new garden 
in terms of material objects and artefacts. So they were able to consider the aesthetics of the 
imagined space as well as its physical properties. They needed to investigate which plants 
could survive hot dry summers, which soils would drain well in the wet, which ground covers 
could tolerate the foot traffic, where the seating and shading should be located and so on. 
They needed to reflect on the kinds of places where they would want to engage in different 
activities –quiet reading, having a picnic, playing with sporting equipment, taking shelter 
from the elements and so on. So they needed to go into the space and similar spaces to 
investigate these questions. This required some repeated fieldwork – being there. After their 
research had been completed they needed to compile a collective report and present it to the 
developers. When various ideas were taken up in the eventual design of the park, that cohort 
of young people could begin to see the benefits of community engagement and action. Rather 
than being passive viewers they had been re-positioned as researchers, designers and citizens. 
So impressed was Wells with the young people’s engagement and interest in researching 
Mikawomma that she began to voice her desire to have the students undertake further design 
research about gardens and she and her colleagues began to re-imagine a garden in a barren 
space between the preschool and the school. They had also been inspired also by the work of 
Hilary Janks and Paulina Sethole (Janks, 2003) in making a food garden at a school in 
Pretoria, South Africa. Together with colleagues at the University of South Australia (in 
education, architecture and journalism) they applied for and won a grant to design and 
develop the garden on their school grounds. The whole project took around three years to 
complete and there were many different phases involving children in different ways of the 
course of its development. Here I simply describe a selection of those related to literacy and 
sustainability, in terms of three main phases: 
1. Design of the space 
2. Making and installing the garden structures 
3. Researching and planting the garden 
Initially architect and architecture academic Stephen Loo introduced the students in Wells 
and Trimboli’s classes to belonging spaces and building stories – through the use of complex 
images of unusual buildings and structures. Students were invited to notice the features of 
built environments – gardens, buildings, streetscapes – to think about the ways in which the 
design of buildings might be connected to the ways in which people would use them. They 
scanned architectural web-sites and glossy magazines, went on excursions in the city and 
surrounding gardens, took neighbourhood walks – all the time building their capacities to 
notice features of the built environment. After a period of intense engagement with and 
investigation of various spaces and places children were invited to reimagine the space 
between the preschool and the school and to begin to use various materials to depict possible 
designs for it. Frequently they worked in pairs and small groups to brainstorm key elements 
they would wish for in a school garden. They were encouraged to imagine and play. 
At the same time both Wells and Trimboli explored literature that in various ways related to 
people, places and environments – Jeannie Baker’s Belonging (2004) and Window (1991), 
Nadia Wheatley’s My Place (1988), Elaine Russell’s A is for Aunty(2001). These children’s 
picture books opened up possibilities for imaging how places change over time and how 
people’s relationships with particular places change over time. Both teachers encouraged 
children to engage deeply with this literature by using it as a model for their own writing and 
drawing. For example, over the years Wells’ classes produced their own Windows book, A is 
for Arndale, and Memories. Trimboli’s students also produced auto-biographies and a 
Memories book.  
[insert examples here] 
Before producing such texts both teachers spent considerable time helping students to 
investigate the possible content for their verbal and visual messages. Undertaking research in 
the community, with families, with local experts, through field trips, as well as in the library 
and on-line was never rushed. Children became adept at interviewing, taking notes, filming 
and photographing. By the time they came to write and draw they had built considerable field 
knowledge of the relevant topic. Frequently that knowledge was firstly presented to their 
peers and then via various formats to the whole school assembly. Both teachers had the 
students regularly communicate to their peers and other teachers about the research they were 
undertaking, how they were doing it and what they were learning. In order to prepare for such 
events, considerable reflection and rehearsal was required. 
In the case of  designing the garden both classes made books, called the consultation books 
where the children’s visual designs and accompanying illustrations of their imagined garden 
were produced, laminated and sent around the school for feedback from teachers and other 
students. After this feedback was collated the architecture students from UniSA were invited 
in to undertake broader community consultation.  
[insert photos or kids’ work here] 
The children were available to present their related design work and to consult with parents 
and interested community members. From there the university students designed a garden, 
taking on board key ideas from the students but also with respect to regulations, health and 
safety issues and costs. They brought their design back to the students, who then provided 
them with further feedback. Wells’ and Trimboli’s students had multiple opportunities to 
learn about the design process and participate in actual conversations about what would be 
constructed and why. While the university architecture students were working on the 
structures for the garden for shading, seating aesthetics, and ground work, the school students 
were researching the kinds of plants that might eventually go into the ground, building on 
earlier research about Indigenous plants done by previous cohorts of students. University 
education and journalism students and academics assisted with documenting the curriculum 
and recording the change process. 
The garden was eventually constructed by the University of South Australia installation team 
and the visible processes were recorded by the school students and teachers in various media. 
The planting was researched and ultimately accomplished in term time when the students 
could be present to care for them in the early stages of their growth. Students could witness 
first hand what occurred if the plants were not hardy, had been under or over-watered or 
trodden on by careless passers-by. They also witnessed what it felt like to be the victims of 
vandalism when their artworks were damaged on a weekend not long after the garden 
opening. The artworks needed to be re-done and re-designed to make them less easy to 
damage. Students were learning the discourses of architecture and design, along with the 
social processes of negotiation and compromise that goes with place-making and 
sustainability. They were also learning resilience. 
Because this work involved students in imagining and re-making aspects of their school-
grounds there were high levels of engagement. Tasks were not simulations but related to 
real-world places and actions. In order to undertake informed design work they investigated 
the ways in which other people went about designing structures, they researched the effects 
of various approaches (for example through visits to different local parks – Mikawomma, the 
Vietnamese Garden and so on). They recorded the material changes as they occurred using 
different media. In 2009, when it was clear that their school was to be demolished and 
replaced by a new larger Superschool, this school community was ready to become involved 
once again in conversations and action over place.  
On this occasion teachers led students in ‘reading’ the plans for their new school, in 
interviewing the project manager about design features, the use of space and materials and 
the way the building would be heated and cooled. Students also designed their own ideal 
school.  
[insert examples here] 
 
As the groundwork was done, foundations laid and various machines and structures put into 
place to erect the buildings students photographed, sketched and kept written records of the 
changes from different viewpoints in the yard. The project manager took photos of the inside 
and reported to the students. Upon discovering that there was no performance space in the 
new design the students and their teacher wrote letters to the new principal letting him know 
that they saw this as a problem. They explained that in the ‘old school’ the activity room 
functioned as a space for drama and other forms of performance and that this was important 
to their learning and building their confidence as speakers of English (many of the students 
were learning English as a second language). Despite initially being informed that the design 
was final, the teacher and the students were able to negotiate some minor changes in the use 
of space that allowed for the creation of a drama space. The new school opened in 2011 with 
children from the three schools which had been demolished. Wells and Trimboli are engaging 
their classes in plans for a new streetscape and the planting of various areas. Once again they 
are reading Window (Baker, 1991)and asking students to identify changes in the landscape 
across the collages depicted in the book and to think about how changes in the built 
environment impact on bio-diversity, to think about how Aboriginal people have witnessed 
changes over generations to their country. 
In terms of young people literacy practices we could particularly see evidence of: 
• Reading design texts 
• Researching for and with the local community and councils 
• Producing and evaluating design texts 
• Building conceptual understandings of built environments and change through 
engagement with literary and architectural texts 
• Learning to conduct and record oral histories 
• Writing research reports 
Key pedagogical moves: the affordances of studying sustainability for developing literacy 
repertoires 
In the case studies we can see the ways that teachers worked with students to investigate, 
engage, take action and reflect on aspects of place and sustainability. In the process different 
English literacy repertoires were being assembled and different learner dispositions. Through 
the study of sustainability young people have opportunities to engage in real issues and 
activities as citizens. They are learning to go beyond clichés and hearsay to investigate what 
is known about various phenomena and how this came to be known. It involves asking a 
range of critical questions about texts and places. In terms of Peter Freebody’s six resources I 
want to refer particularly to 5. “Resources that allow us to use texts of different kinds to 
transform the material and social world, mobilising others, learning about and productively 
capitalizing on the systems of knowledge and influence” and 6. “Resources that allow us to 
manage productively the different literacy demands of texts in different disciplines”.  
When Davis, Renshaw, Trimboli and Wells designed their curriculum around questions of 
sustainability they did not shy away from difficult issues or challenging texts. Investigating 
and taking action on conservation and endangered species in rural and regional environments 
is not straightforward.  The needs and values of different groups need to be considered in 
matters of land use and the relationships between the human and non-human world. 
Questioning aspects of the neighbourhood redevelopment and building of the new school in 
Westwood meant interrogating notions of progress, anticipating the effects of ‘renewal’ for 
different groups of people in terms of its material consequences. Who gets to be where to do 
what? In these cases young people were able to research the current situation, consider the 
problems carefully and then take action as participants often through the production of 
various texts. In the process of engaging with complex real-world issues young people 
frequently needed to engage with and learn from specialist texts that were not intended for 
them: architects’ designs, project plans, scientists’ reports, newspaper articles, and so on. 
Working with their teachers as key mediators and translators of complex disciplinary based 
texts and experts from the community they were able to make meaning of texts way beyond 
those which they could read independently in order to be able to understand a problem, 
consider possible solutions and take action of various kinds – textual (writing letters, making 
films, presenting speeches) and material (planting trees, planting desert gardens, making and 
displaying artefacts, including art, information boards, in the school and other spaces). These 
teachers enabled the young people in these classrooms to make serious connections with the 
‘real world’ – to consider places in terms of sustainability, to consider places in terms of 
rights and responsibilities, to consider questions of belonging. 
In the process the young people in these classrooms wrote letters, made public speeches, 
produced films, presented powerpoints, made information boards and artworks for school 
gardens, developed brochures for local parks, produced reports on local flora for wider 
community use, designed, researched planted and attended to sustainable gardens, researched 
and built a bird hide to conduct their observations, kept electronic diaries of building sites,  
and this is only a fraction of the variety of what was accomplished. The motivation and the 
purpose to produce high quality texts and other relevant learning objects came from the clear 
relevance of the problems and questions being studied. Teachers did not face an uphill battle 
in this work because the affordances of studying sustainability have a logic and an urgency 
that is already obvious to young people. Teachers for their parts were incredibly creative in 
orchestrating the opportunities to develop knowledge and the most appropriate ways for 
students to record and communicate their learning. This chapter does not do justice to their 
creativity. In Freebody’s terms these students were learning about how to use texts to 
transform the material and social world and to mobilise others in the process. At the same 
time they were learning about how to make sense of and produce discipline specific texts, 
from architectural designs and models to scientific reports on water quality and local flora 
and so on. 
In these projects, young people are being positioned to undertake critical analysis about 
contemporary lifeworlds in terms of the human and non-human world, to take action in 
various ways and use media which are most appropriate to their purposes and audiences, 
including film, Powerpoint, community installations, debating, drama, letters, poetry, 
animation, lobbying. The communication is undertaken as a part of the action. 
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 Annotated Bibliography 
 
1) Comber, B & Nixon, H. (2008). Spatial literacies, design texts and emergent 
pedagogies in purposeful literacy curriculum. Pedagogies3(2), p.221-240. 
There has recently been an emphasis within literacy studies on both the spatial 
dimensions of social practices (Leander & Sheehy, 2004) and the importance of 
incorporating design and multiple modes of meaning-making into contemporary 
understandings of literacy (Cope & Kalantzis, 2000; New London Group, 1996). 
Kress (2003) in particular has outlined the potential implications of the cultural shift 
from the dominance of writing, based on a logic of time and sequence in time, to the 
dominance of the mode of the image, based on a logic of space. However, the 
widespread re-design of curriculum and pedagogy by classroom teachers to allow 
students to capitalise on the various affordances of different modes of meaning-
making – including the spatial – remains in an emergent stage. We report on a project 
in which university researchers’ expertise in architecture, literacy and 
communications enabled two teachers in one school to expand the forms of literacy 
that primary school children engaged in. Starting from the school community’s 
concerns about an urban renewal project in their neighbourhood, we worked together 
to develop a curriculum of spatial literacies with real-world goals and outcomes. 
2) Comber, B. Nixon, H. & Reid, J. (Eds.) (2007). Literacies in Place: Teaching 
environmental communication. Newtown, NSW: Primary English Teaching 
Association. 
This book provides a synthesis of teacher action research projects aiming to enhance 
young people’s engagement with and communication about their environments. It 
reports on a project, entitled River Literacies, which conceptually brought together 
critical literacy, multiliteracies and place-based pedagogies. The editors draw out key 
themes that underpin pedagogies of responsibility for the environment. The teacher 
writers provide rich accounts of their curriculum designs and young people’s learning 
and representations of their places. 
3) Comber, B., Nixon, H., Ashmore, L., Loo, S. & Cook, J. (2006) Urban renewal 
from the inside out: Spatial and critical literacies in a low socioeconomic school 
community. Mind, Culture and Activity, 13(3), 226-243.  
This article focuses on how teachers worked to build a meaningful curriculum around 
changes to a neighborhood and school grounds in a precinct listed for urban renewal. 
Drawing on a long-term relationship with the principal and one teacher, the 
researchers planned and designed a collaborative project to involve children as active 
participants in the redevelopment process, negotiating and redesigning an area 
between the preschool and the school. The research investigated spatial literacies, that 
is, ways of thinking about and representing the production of spaces, and critical 
literacies, in this instance how young people might have a say in remaking part of 
their school grounds. Data included videotapes of key events, interviews, and an 
archive of the elementary students' artifacts experimenting with spatial literacies. The 
project builds on the insights of community members and researchers working for 
social justice in high-poverty areas internationally that indicate the importance of 
education, local action, family, and youth involvement in building sustainable and 
equitable communities. 
4) Comber, B. Thomson, P. with Wells, M. (2001). Critical literacy finds a “place”: 
Writing and social action in a neighborhood school, Elementary School Journal, 
101 (4): 451-464. 
In a study of socioeconomically disadvantaged children's acquisition of school 
literacies, a university research team investigated how a group of teachers negotiated 
critical literacies and explored notions of social power with elementary children in a 
suburban school located in an area of high poverty. Here we focus on a grade 2/3 
classroom where the teacher and children became involved in a local urban renewal 
project and on how in the process the children wrote about place and power. Using the 
students' concerns about their neighborhood, the teacher engaged her class in a critical 
literacy project that not only involved a complex set of literate practices but also 
taught the children about power and the possibilities for local civic action. In 
particular, we discuss examples of children's drawing and writing about their 
neighborhoods and their lives. We explore how children's writing and drawing might 
be key elements in developing "critical literacies" in elementary school settings. We 
consider how such classroom writing can be a mediator of emotions, intellectual and 
academic learning, social practice, and political activism. 
5) Nixon, H. & Comber, B. (2011). Re-imagining and redesigning familiar spaces – 
creating possibilities for learning. In J. Sefton-Green, P. Thomson, L. Bresler & 
K. Jones (Eds.) International Handbook of Creative Learning (pp.249-259). 
London: Routledge. 
This chapter reports on a project in which university researchers’ expertise in 
architecture, literacy and communications enabled two teachers in one school to 
expand the forms of literacy that primary school children engaged in. Starting from 
the school community’s concerns about an urban renewal project in their 
neighbourhood, participants collaborated to develop a curriculum of spatial literacies 
with real-world goals and outcomes. We describe how the creative re-design of 
curriculum and pedagogy by classroom teachers, in collaboration with university 
academics and students, allowed students aged 8 to 12 years to appropriate semiotic 
resources from their local neighbourhood, home communities, and popular culture to 
make a difference to their material surrounds. We argue that there are productive 
possibilities for educators who integrate critical and place-based approaches to the 
design and teaching of the literacy curriculum with work in other learning areas such 
as society and environment, technology and design and the arts. The student 
production of expansive and socially significant texts enabled by such approaches 
may be especially necessary in contemporary neoconservative policy contexts that 
tend to limit and constrain what is possible in schools. 
 
 
 
 
